Privacy Policy
Please note: The following legal information is subject to German law and is only valid in the German
language version. Translations to other languages only serve for understanding purposes.

General
The processing of data provided by you is substantially regulated by the Federal Data Protection Act
(Bundesdatenschutzgesetz, BDSG). According to this, the data acquisition, processing, transfer, and use (in
the following: data use) is allowed, if it is permitted by the BDSG or any other legal provision or if the person
affected agreed to it. In particular, data use is allowed by BDSG, if this serves the fulfilment of the contract
made with the customer.

Acquisition and Saving of End User Data
Within the scope of using the Legato App, general data like for login, general operation (configuration via
web application) etc. will be saved. These personal data will exclusively be used for the proper function and
for service provision of individual Legato services within the scope of the legal regulations. With the end of
the user relationship or the deletion of the user profile, the personal data will be deleted. Personal data will
not be disclosed to third parties.

Anonymized Data
When accessing the internet sites of the product Legato, general information will be acquired automatically.
These information contain e.g. the type of the web browser, the used operating system, the domain name of
the internet service provider and the like. These are only data that don't allow conclusions on the person.
Furthermore, these data will also be generated when accessing any other website in the internet. Thus, this is
no specific function of Legato internet sites. Information of this type will only be acquired anonymized.

Acceptance of the Privacy Policy
By using the Legato App, the user accepts the present privacy policy.

Right to information
According to the BDSG, the user has a right to information about the personal data saved in Legato.
Regarding this information and possibly further explanations or a possible demand of information,
correction, locking, or deletion of the saved data, the user can contact GEFASOFT GmbH,
Dessauerstraße 15, 80992 Munich, Germany.
(As of: July2015)
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